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As for the writing life itself: the sensuous elegance of Rhys's poetic 
prose is successfully evoked by the many voice-overs of fragments read from her 
work, underlining, but also occasionally undermining, the visual scenes they 
accompany, once more pointing out the basic duality in her life. Thus, a wintry 
English landscape may coincide with a reading from Wide Sargasso Sea or vice- 
versa. Various "stillg" (shots of stage-like arrangements such as an old- 
fashioned hotel bedroom strewn with frilly Edwardian clothes, cosmetics, 
candlesticks, pens and sheets of writing-paper, or of a table with inkstand, 
notebook, whiskey-bottle and overflowing ashtray) only whet the viewer's 
appetite for more original biographical documentation than Louter's film has to 
offer. However, the film's strongest point comes at the end, which brilliantly 
knits together what has gone before. With a surprise amounting to near-shock] 
the audience, having been exposed to a number of divergent views and opinions' 
about this difficult woman and gifted writer, of whom they have seen only a few 
t^'^talizing glimpses and of whose work they have heard only unrelated fragments, 
are suddenly confronted with the living author herself, as she addresses them in 
her own quavery voice, in the sole television interview with Rhys that the BBC 
had the blessed inspiration to record, in 1974, and preserve. As Jean Rhys 
fi^s-ily comes alive for us on screen as she was, and not as others saw her, her 
disarming and intelligent retort that, no, she supposed she had "never had a 
long period of being happy - d'you think anybody has?" instantly gains our 
sympathy. Her subsequent lamentation that, though writing helps against 
unhappiness, nevertheless, "if I had to choose, then I'd rather be happy than 
write, makes sense of much that seemed uneasy in what we have seen and heard 
before. It still rings in our ears as the final credits flash by on the screen. 
Frustrated as we may have felt at times by what Louter's film failed to give us, 
its apotheosis leaves us ultimately elated, and grateful for the treasures it did have to offer.

^The film's preview in Amsterdam and its sequel in Rotterdam attracted a sizable 
Dutch "Jean Rhys crowd," among them J.J. Peereboom, the first Dutch journalist 
to visit Rhys in Devon (in 1967), Jan Louter, Jan Brokken, Jan van Houts, 
Maryvonne Lenglet Moerman, and the reviewer, while Diana Athill came over from 
England, and Lennox Honychurch from Dominica.
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SubacriptionB: The Jean Rhys Review is published in the Fall and Spring.
Subscription rates are as follows: $19 per year for individuals, $28 per year 
for institutions; for foreign orders, please add $4 for mailing costs.
All orders beginning with Volume 11 should be sent to Lori N. Curtis, Managing 
Editor, Jean Rhys Review, The University of Tulsa, 2933 E. 6th Street, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma 74104-3123. E-mail; lori-curtis@utulsa.edu. Checks should be made 
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SubmlBBiona: We invite contributions on Rhys and related studies.
Volume 11 will be open. Volume 12 will focus oh Rhys and the Caribbean. Volume 
13 will be open. Volume 14 will focus on Rhys and Europe.

Please send two hard copies of each paper and text on diskette, preferably 
in Word. The journal is fully refereed.

The Review will include, besides academic essays on Rhys and related 
studies, an annual bibliographical update; reviews and review essays; occasional 
poetry and personal essays; a notes and queries section; a page on the Jean Rhys 
Collection at the University of Tulsa; and reports on adat>tations of Rhys texts.

The new editorial address as of Volume 11 is: Elaine Savory, Editor, Jean
Rhys Review, The New School for Social Research, Eugene Lang College, 65 West 
11th Street, New York, New York 10011. E-mail: elainesavory@worldnet.att.net.

The Jean Rhya Review is indexed under the acronym JRR in the Modern 
Language Association International Bibliography.

This journal is a member of the Council of Editors of Learned Journals.
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